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•New releases of USGS San Francisco Bay region 3D seismic velocity model

v21.0.0 Re-release of v08.3.0 in new storage scheme
v21.1.0 Updates to East Bay and North Bay based on 3D ground-motion simulations of moderate

earthquakes

•GeoModelGrids

→New HDF5-based storage scheme for georeferenced 3D raster models
→ Build on CMU Etree and IRIS EMC
→ API for serial access with binary packages for Linux and MacOS

We use velocity-depth rules to assign elastic properties to the
Jachens et al. (2006) 3D geologic model.

Vp(x, y, z) = f1(geology(x, y, z), depth) (1)
Vs(x, y, z) = f2(Vp(x, y, z)) (2)
density = f3(Vp(x, y, z)) (3)
Qs = f4(Vs(x, y, z)) (4)
Qp = f5(Qs(x, y, z)) (5)

Summary

•We assign different velocity-depth rules to some fault blocks to more accurately represent
what is shown on geologic maps.

→North Bay: We use Great Valley Sequence and Franciscan velocity-depth rules to introduce
relatively higher velocities as a proxy for volcanic rock that is missing from the 3D geologic model.

→ East Bay: We subdivide the Napa fault block and apply Brocher’s (2008) Great Valley Sequence
rule to this portion of the Franciscan zone; this portion of the Great Valley Sequence is included in
the Franciscan zone.

→ Livermore: We lower the velocities in the Cenozoic zone as a proxy for the Quaternary sediments
which are absent in the 3D geologic model.

•We use more appropriate velocity-depth rules to remove artifacts and reduce travel-time
discrepancies.

→ East Bay: We revert most of the Cenozoic and Great Valley Sequence zones to the Brocher (2005a,
2008) velocity-depth rules which prevent velocity reversals where Cenozoic overlies Great Valley
Sequence.
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Changes from v21.0.0 (08.3.0) to v21.1.0

•Data

→ 20 Mw 3.7–4.6 earthquakes
→Horizontal components from stations within 50 km of epicenter
→ 1151 total records

• Simulations

→ SW4 seismic wave propagation code
→ 500 m/s minimum Vs
→ Point sources using double-difference locations and first-motion focal mechanisms

•Analysis

→ Bandpass waveforms 2.0 s ≤ T ≤ 6.0 s
→ Error metrics: travel time and cumulative absolute displacement (CAD)

TT err =
ttsyn + τR

ttsyn
− 1 where τR is the lag time (6)

CADexcess = log10

(
CADsyn

CADobs

)
where CAD =

∫ 60s

0

√
v2x(t) + v2y(t) dt (7)

(a) Map of the study area with epicenters of simulated earthquakes (red stars), seismic stations (black
triangles), and source-station paths (green lines). (b) Enlarged map of the magenta square shown in
(a), near Berkeley where path density is very high. (c) Example source time functions from Liu et al.
(2006) used in our SW4 3D ground-motion simulations.

Event Date Magnitude, Mw Depth, km # Stations

A 2006/03/21 3.83 11.9 19
B 2006/08/03 4.55 7.8 14
C 2007/03/02 4.33 14.3 36
D 2007/07/20 4.31 4.1 36
E 2008/09/06 4.15 13.2 52
F 2010/01/07 4.18 8.1 47
G 2011/08/24 3.70 7.8 46
H 2011/10/20 4.04 8.2 95
I 2011/10/21 3.94 8.0 80
J 2011/10/27 3.72 8.5 37
K 2012/03/05 4.08 8.3 72
L 2014/08/26 4.00 10.2 32
M 2015/05/22 4.19 7.6 24
N 2015/07/21 4.07 8.0 84
O 2015/08/17 4.10 4.6 112
P 2015/10/19 3.70 6.2 58
Q 2018/01/04 4.47 12.1 131
R 2019/02/17 3.80 7.8 18
S 2019/07/16 4.40 10.1 62
T 2019/10/15 4.56 11.4 96

3D Simulations of Moderate Earthquakes

Simple Stack of logical grids

Fast Index into grid for any location can be computed from metadata alone

Compact Seamless compression of data and no extra points in “air”

Flexible Storage scheme is agnostic to values being stored and can use any
Proj compatible coordinate system

Complete Sufficient metadata to describe model and provide attribution

Key Features

Map physical space into a stack of uniform, regular grids (logical space).
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Linear mapping between positions in logical grid, zlogical , and positions in
physical grid, zphysical .

zlogical = −dimz(ztopography − zphysical )/(ztopography + dimz)

Model Representation

The model is stored in an HDF5 file (self-describing binary format
widely used in scientific applications). For brevity we only show general
categories of the top-level attributes.

Root (Model)

Description
Attribution
Contents
Georeferencing

surfaces

top surface [Nx ×Ny] (optional) resolution horiz (float)

topography bathymetry [Nx ×Ny] (optional) resolution horiz (float)

blocks

BLOCK-0 [Nx ×Ny ×Nz0 ×Nv]
resolution horiz (float)
resoution vert (float)
z top (float)

...

BLOCK-N [Nx ×Ny ×Nzn ×Nv]
resolution horiz (float)
resolution vert (float)
z top (float)

Group

Dataset (float array)

Attributes

Note: We are currently fine-tuning the metadata to be more consistent
with IRIS EMC metadata and adjusting the API to allow greater flexibility
for the discretization within a block.

Implementation

GeoModelGrids Storage Scheme

• The model updates reduce travel time misfits, yielding 10% more waveforms that arrive within 5% of the true travel time. Regions with the
greatest improvement include the East Bay Hills and the Livermore Valley.

• The large reverberations in the East Bay and North Bay for synthetics generated using v21.0.0 are significantly reduced in v21.1.0.
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Modeling Results

• Version 21.1.0 of the 3D seismic velocity model captures many complex seismic wave propagation
features.

•Our analysis suggests the 3D geologic model underlying the 3D seismic velocity model deserves
additional scrutiny, and further refinement would improve the 3D seismic velocity model.

→ Some geologic units were lumped together and should be separated.
→ Boundaries between geologic units at depth should be carefully evaluated.

• See Poster #011 for our current work improving the elastic properties in the shallow portion of the
detailed domain between the Hayward and San Andreas faults.

• A wide variety of methods (e.g., full-waveform tomography and potential field geophysics) should be
combined to continue to improve the 3D geologic and seismic velocity models.

Remarks

•Release Candidates

→ v21.0.0 and v21.1.0 – ftp://ehzftp.wr.usgs.gov/baagaard/sfbaycvm

* Models for detailed and regional domains as HDF5 files

* Z1.0 and Z2.5 as GeoTiff file
→GeoModelGrids v1.0.0rc1

* Source and binaries – https://github.com/baagaard-usgs/geomodelgrids/releases

* Documentation – https://geomodelgrids.readthedocs.io

• Forthcoming Products

→ v21.0.0 and v21.1.0 – USGS Data Releases on ScienceBase.gov
→USGS Open-File Report – Construction of 3D geologic model and seismic velocity models
→Hirakawa and Aagaard paper – ground-motion modeling behind v21.1.0
→GeoModelGrids v1.0.0 – USGS Software Release
→ Aagaard paper – GeoModelGrids software design

Availability

ftp://ehzftp.wr.usgs.gov/baagaard/sfbaycvm
https://github.com/baagaard-usgs/geomodelgrids/releases
https://geomodelgrids.readthedocs.io
ScienceBase.gov

